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Abstract – Networked enterprises create virtual teams
of distributed experts belonging to different enterprises
where one user can be part of multiple teams; How to
effectively control the sharing of personal and shared con-
text information among members of multiple overlapping
teams without compromising their privacy is a challenging
research question. This paper describes sharing control
in Peer to Peer and Web service based collaborative
systems. In contrast to other sharing systems which mostly
use static policy and context of requester and owner,
we propose DySCon, a context based Dynamic Sharing
Control mechanism which allows system defined as well
as owner defined runtime policy adaptation for different
levels using various contexts. We evaluate our Dynamic
Sharing Control architecture by implementing a prototype
Dynamic Sharing Control Messenger to enhance privacy
of the owner.

Keywords-Sharing control, enterprise collaboration, con-
text, dynamic policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a dynamic collaboration environment created by net-
worked enterprises [1], one of the important requirements is to
decide when to use which context service at what granularity
level, when to share with a particular team member to improve
the efficiency of collaborative task without compromising the
privacy of owner, her team, and the enterprise. From a user’s
point of view, two types of context services are Personal
Context Services, for example, managing and providing user’s
location and her personal activity, and Team/Enterprise Con-
text Services, for example, managing activities of a team. In
this paper we are mainly concerned with issues related to
privacy of personal context information. Users need to share
their context information with members of different teams
which means that private information, like current location or
personal activity information, may be handed over to others.
As the sharing requirements change with the context, for
example location, activity, role or team of the user changes,
it is required to dynamically change the enterprise defined
sharing policy for a user.

Many context based access control systems for collab-
orations have been proposed in literature as described in
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[2]. Most of these systems use the context of requester and
provider for sharing context information. Existing systems,
as described in Section IV, mostly use static sharing policy
defined by the enterprise or team. Some of the recent systems
[3] use owner-defined roles instead of the enterprise defined
roles like RBAC [4], which can create role management and
scalability issues. To support the privacy of user’s context
info in dynamic collaborations, we present Dynamic Sharing
Control architecture (DySCon) which makes use of context
of the requester, provider, resources, activities, teams and
enterprises. These contexts are used by DySCon for sharing
control at three levels: i) empowering enterprise defined roles
by context constraints to automatically adapt policy based on
context, ii) allowing owner to modify her sharing policy at
runtime using predefined templates like busy, not at work etc,
and iii) allowing owner to modify policy for one or more users,
activities, teams and enterprises.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes a motivating scenario. Section III describes context
sharing and control. Section IV gives the background and
related work. Section V shows the DySCon architecture.
Section VI contains dynamic sharing control policy. Section
VII describes the implementation and discussion of our ar-
chitecture. Section VIII concludes the paper and outlines the
future work.

II. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

We describe a scenario in service-oriented collaborative
systems (e.g., those developed in [5]) where users1, teams,
enterprises, activities, and services are involved entities. Net-
worked enterprises create virtual teams whose members are
selected from different enterprises based on their skills and
experiences. Teams are dynamically created and dissolved,
team members are distributed and dynamic which join and
leave when required. Each team is assigned to one or more
activities where activities can be divided into sub-activities.
Services are used in activities which are being performed
by team members. Context of the user environment and her
personal activities is stored at user’s peer which can be
accessed by other users calling her personal context services.
We are interested in dynamic sharing control of the personal
context services. Users share these services with others to
allow their context to be accessed.

1User is also referred to as member, owner, and subject in this paper
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Fig. 1: Motivating Scenario

Consider an example of virtual team collaboration for the
above scenario as shown in Figure 1. M1 and M2 are members
of virtual team T1 which is mutually created by two enterprises
E1 and E2. M1 and M2 are employed in E1 and E2 respec-
tively. M2 is also a member of another team T2. Members of
the team T1 can access services from each other controlled by
the policy defined for their roles by their enterprises. So M1
and M2 can share each others location and activities at a higher
granularity level, for example, location service shares only the
city name instead of complete address. M1 can access activity
service of M2, but M1 can only see the activity names related
to team T1 and see nothing for team T2 activities because
she is not member of T2. When T1 assigns an activity A1
(shown by dashed lines) to both M1 and M2, they can share
the details of their mutual activity A1 as long as the activity is
continued. They can share their location during the office hours
because the system automatically allows them by checking
their mutual activities, activity context, temporal context and
location context. This dynamic collaboration scenario shows
the importance of ensuring the privacy of user’s context
information.

III. CONTEXT AND SHARING CONTROL

The importance of context for sharing control is described
in existing systems [6] [3]. Context plays an important role in
collaborative systems [7] where activity based situations are

changing from time to time. Context helps in capturing such
situations and enables the collaborative systems incorporate
context conditions to enhance their efficiency.

Context has been defined by Dey in [8] as:

”Context is any information that can be used to characterize
the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or
object that is considered relevant to the interaction between
a user and an application, including the user and
applications themselves.”

This definition reflects the importance of context in different
situations and related entities. For our work the importance of
context is twofold, first we use the context to share collabo-
rative information, and second we use context to control the
sharing of context between entities.

A. Autonomous Peers and Web Services

The distributed, autonomous, and dynamic nature of peer to
peer systems [9] make them ideal to be used in our scenario.
For interoperability between peer applications, Web services
can be the suitable choice with their network-, operating
system- and platform-independent characteristics. We imple-
ment DySCon as a peer to peer and service-oriented system
where peers are autonomous distributed nodes over the Internet
which can define own sharing policy using SOAP based Web
services to control the sharing of context with other peers.

B. Context Granularity and Sharing Control levels

In a dynamic collaboration scenario, where users from
different enterprises are working for more than one teams in
various context conditions, it is not possible to share same
level of context information with each of them. For example,
a user would like to share details of her activity context with
the users who are part of same activity, and only high level of
activity context with users who are members same team but
not participating in this activity, and nothing with members of
the other teams. In DySCon we manage hierarchical levels of
context granularity for each context item as described in [10].
For example the location context can be managed in three
hierarchy levels as city name, street address and room level
address.

A user may wish to restrict at entity level. For example
a user may wish to restrict another single user or all the
members participating in an activity, team, or enterprise. For
the privacy of the owner context, she is able to control sharing
with other users at all entity levels. In DySCon we implement
these restrictions at service level using the context granularity.

C. Dynamic evaluation of context based request

In our system context serves multiple purposes; sharing
context information, control of sharing context and dynamic
adaptation of sharing policy based on context. Context sharing
control is performed in two steps. First the user sends a
request stating her role and the context service she wants
to access. The owner system sends a reply which consists
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of the required context of the requester for context access.
If the requester wishes to share her context then in second
step the requester sends the complete request including her
current context requested. The evaluation is performed at the
owner’s system and if all context conditions are fulfilled,
required context is shared with requester. The second step
can be manual or automatic depending on requester’s choice,
so that the requester’s system can automatically send all the
required context information.

To allow the owner to preserve her privacy in sharing,
owner-based rules override the enterprise defined policy. Still
these rules are defined by owner in certain conditions and are
mostly used temporarily whereas the enterprise policy is rather
static and works in all cases when an overriding rule does not
exist.

IV. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In collaborative working environments (CWE) [5], privacy
of the user context is considered as a fundamental requirement.
In the past, sharing control used a simple two dimensional
matrix, which was modeled as access control list or capability
list to describe who can have what level of access to which
objects [11]. These lists are not scalable as access right
management is difficult with large number of users and rights.
In [12], subject object based access control model is presented
for collaborative environments where it identifies different
roles of users and their collaborative rights. The Role-Based
Access Control model is a natural way to define groups of
users and rights. RBAC models are described in [4]. RBAC
is a model to group number of rights into a role which
can be granted to one or more users. User can activate a
role within a session. This idea makes management of rights
very easy and makes it a scalable model. It reduces cost and
complexity of the security administration. The importance of
creating groups for managing access rights is visible from
the awareness study [13]. The use of RBAC in collaborative
systems is described in [14]. A survey is presented in [2] about
access control systems for collaborative environments and their
requirements. In DySCon, we extend RBAC to incorporate
context constraints.

Some current systems have made use of context in RBAC
such as [6], [15], [16]. Context can help in defining con-
text constraints for fine grained access control and runtime
adaptation of access control policy [17]. Policy adaptation is
performed using semantic technologies e.g., [18] to specify
context and policy for high level context description and
reasoning.

The RBAC model has been extended to support for collab-
orations. The notion of team is used in Team-Based Access
Control models [19]. Access control has also been proposed to
support task activities as in Task-Based Access Control model
[20]. At each step of the task there are certain rights.

Access control has also been used to access Web services
using role and context in [21], [22] and [23], but these systems
are not used for ensuring privacy to individual context. In
[3] user-defined roles have been used to provide privacy
to individuals. Using only owner defined roles creates role
management and scalability problems.

We observed that most of the systems are static, a few recent
systems use context based policies mostly using requester and
owner context. Our system provides active access control using
context of all entities and uses context for context access. Fine
grained level of access is provided in the presence of role
based access. In addition we use service based and peer to
peer technologies.

V. DYSCON ARCHITECTURE

The Dynamic Sharing Control (DySCon) architecture is
shown in the Figure 2. We use a peer to peer and Web services
based middleware system described in [24]. In our system each
team member is represented by a peer and each team is also
a peer which is controlled by a team leader. The team peer
tells all its members about other members of the team. Main
components of the architecture and their interconnections
which are described in the following paragraphs.

Fig. 2: DySCon Architecture

A. Policy Adaptation and Priority Evaluator

The DSCM is a GUI component which allows the user
to view, add, change and delete the existing priority rules
defined by the user himself. It also allows the user to
view the enterprise policy which the user is not allowed to
change. User-defined rules override the existing enterprise
policy. Rules are stored in a Priority Condition document.
When a request arrives the Web Service after accepting the
request sends it to Priority Evaluator component which is
responsible for checking the existing priority rules for the
request before sending it to the Policy Evaluator. In case the
priority rule is found for that request, the request is not sent
to Policy Evaluator and the context conditions required in
the owner defined priority rules are matched with requester
current context which is provided by Context Manager. If the
conditions match the request is allowed otherwise denied and
not sent to Policy Evaluator or Owner Interaction component.
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B. Policy Evaluator

When no priority condition is found for the particular
request, query is sent to the Policy Evaluator which matches
the role of requester and searches for its related policy in Role
Based Policy document defined by the enterprise. After finding
a policy rule for requested service and requestor, it matches
context conditions defined for accessing requested service. If
the required context conditions are satisfied the requester is
allowed to access the service.

C. Owner interaction and history

If the role of the requester allows for the requested service
but context conditions are not satisfied then the system calcu-
lates the statistics for previous interactions with this requester
peer. All the collaborative interactions for sharing context are
stored in an Interaction History database. The system shows
the statistics of previous interactions to the owner who can
see how many times in past this peer has requested which
service under which context conditions and how many times
interaction was successful. This helps owner to decide if she
trusts and wants to allow the request, otherwise the request is
denied.

D. Context Manager

Each peer contains our DySCon policy which is imple-
mented on top of the middleware. In this way access control
policy is completely decentralized and owner of context on
each peer is in full control of her context and access policy.
Access policy contains the core part of the policy which is
usually unchanged and a situation base containing the context
based dynamic rules required for temporarily allowing some
role in a given context condition.
Context of both the requester and owner is used in evaluating
the access control request. We use following types of context
features for our access control policy.

• Local context features are the peer and its environment
related features. For example personal features and skills,
location, resources etc.

• Activity and team related context features like current
activities, activity status, scheduled activities, team mem-
bers in the activities, calendar of activities and team
related features.

• History related features like the previous access history,
contact history, reputation.

VI. DYNAMIC SHARING CONTROL POLICY

We use RBAC model for our sharing policy. The dynamic
policy will include role as well as context of requester, owner
and other related entities like current or mutual activities,
services, teams and enterprises. We enhance owner privacy
by arranging context data in different levels and deciding
access to a specific level of context by using role and current
context. In addition, the owner of data is allowed to change her
access preferences for specific entity. Owner is able to grant or
deny specific level of access to some specific users or teams.
Sharing based on context can create predefined restriction.

For example, a subject is given access to an object based
on her role and current context. After some time her context
changes for example due to change in location or time period,
so the granted access will be revoked as soon as the context
is changed. To allow the access, rules can be dynamically
changed based on current context conditions i.e., seeing the
other related context entities like the continuation of a mutual
activity, history of context access of the requestor.

<policy>
<resource>
<location service>

<condition>
<loc>office</loc>
<time>9:00 to 17:00</time>

</condition>
<access level>

<teammembership>same team</teammembership>
<level>L1</level>

<teammembership>different team</teammembership>
<level>L2</level>

</access level>
</location service>
<activity service>

<condition>
<activity status> continued <activity status>
<loc>office</loc>

</condition>
<access level>

<activitymembership>same activity</activitymembership>
<level>L1</level>

<teammembership>same team</teammembership>
<level>L2</level>

</access level>
</activity service>

</resource>
</policy>

Listing 1: Example of Sharing Control Policy for developer
role

<PriorityRules>
<priority>
<resource>activity service</resource>
<role>developer</role>
<team>team1</team>
<activity>

<name>planning</name>
<status>continued</status>

</activity>
<action>allow</action>
<Level>L1</Level>

</priority>
<priority>
<resource>location service</resource>
<role>leader</role>
<team>team2</team>
<activity>

<name>design</name>
<status>continued</status>

</activity>
<action>allow</action>
<Level>L3</Level>

</priority>
</PriorityRules>

Listing 2: Example of Owner based priority rules

A. Owner based policy

In our system, roles and policies are assigned to individuals
by their parents enterprise for sharing context information.
An example of DySCon Policy for Developer role is shown
in Listing 1. Here context conditions are defined to restrict
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access. Also the team and activity memberships are checked
for granting level of access. Owner can override these rules
by specifying her owner based Priority Conditions as shown
in Listing 2. Here the owner wants to allow full access (L1)
of current activity to the developer of team1 when planning
activity is continued. Owner can also specify positive (Allow)
as well as negative (Deny) access rules for any type of entity
using context conditions.

Owner based DySCon policy steps are shown in the Figure
3 and the algorithm for resolving the policy rules is described
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Sharing Control Policy Algorithm

1: [Match query and requester context with Priority Rules]
2: if found priority rule for requester’s identity, role or

requested service then
3: if found negative access then
4: Reply ”Service Unavailable”
5: else if found positive access then
6: if matched requester context with required context

conditions then
7: find level of context access
8: Grant permitted level of requested service
9: else

10: Reply ”Service Unavailable”
11: end if
12: end if
13: else
14: [Match with Policy Base]
15: if found requesters role and requested service and

context conditions then
16: find level of context access
17: set revocation rules
18: Grant permitted level of requested service
19: else
20: Reply ”Service Unavailable”
21: end if
22: end if

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION

The prototype of DySCon has been implemented using Web
services in Java. We used a peer to peer middleware for Web
services invocations, supporting synchronous/asynchronous
communication [24]. Context at three level of hierarchies is
stored in database within user peer. Context based Enterprise
Policy is defined as XML document contains policies for each
type of role. Owner based Priority Conditions is also an XML
document containing temporary sharing policies.

A. Dynamic Sharing Control Messenger

Figure 4 shows the outlook of our Sharing Control Mes-
senger which provides a GUI to query the online members of
the collaborative community. Working of most of the parts of
messenger are described by annotations. A user first selects her

Fig. 3: DySCon Policy Evaluation

team after which she is able to see the status of all the members
for example online, offline, busy, not at work etc. Selecting
an online member will show her current contact details,
collaboration details like mutual activities, current status and
personal context services for sharing context information.

Services are defined by the system to share the context
of collaborating user, for example, location service, activity
service, chat service and calendar service etc. By clicking on
any of these services a request is sent to the owner of service
for sharing context. The other system replies according to her
enterprise and owner policy as shown the reply of Current
Activity Service in Fig. 4. Most of the time collaborating users
in a team get positive reply which may be constrained by the
granularity of context, for example, the requester will not be
able to see the details of activity or location of other user who
is not in a mutual activity with him at this particular time.
Still she will get the high level of context result like the city
name for location. For calendar service she is able to see only
the activities shown in calendar related to their common team,
for all other activities like activities of other team or owner’s
personal activities she gets not available. The chat service is
accessible only if the other user has enabled chat option for
requesting user or her team.

The other part of the system is related to dynamic adaptation
of owner policy. As shown in the upper part of messenger,
user policy area allows the owner to define or change her own
policies for a particular level which she can select by clicking
the given options for user, role, team, activity, service and
enterprise.
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Fig. 4: Dynamic Sharing Control Messenger

The importance of the application for collaborative team
environments is visible from this system where owner feel free
to share her context with the other team members whom she
never met or see and can not trust. This system preserves the
owner’s privacy by allowing him to control her sharing rules
for others at at level of details. The level of granularity comes
in two flavors, Context Level Granularity and Entity Level
Granularity both work at same time to preserve the owner’s
privacy to any level of detail.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper the Dynamic Sharing Control (DySCon) is
described for distributed teams and enterprise collaborations.
We have shown our DySCon architecture which extends the
RBAC model by including context constraints. We also show
the use of Priority Condition rules for getting priority over
Role based Access rules defined by enterprises. It makes
the system context aware and owner based which is very
useful for owner’s privacy. Context is used at all entity levels
and different levels of granularity which is an important
requirement of collaborations. Collaborating team members
can share context up to a detail level based on their current
level of collaboration with the other user. History is used as
another factor to make dynamic decision based on previous
interactions of the user.

In future we want to make the system more user friendly
by creating owner based roles, assign them to other users on

request and handling their management and scalability issues
as well as the evaluation of the system. Context types, services
and their use will be enhanced to handle dynamic scenarios
and applications of multiple team collaborations.
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